Turnkey Project

Sand production line
>Cement production line
>Slag powder production line
>Stone crushing production line
>Desulfurization project
>Denitration project of Power plant, cement plant

Conveying Equipment

SCD Groove clinker conveyor
>TD75, DT II belt conveyor
>ZYL center chain bucket elevator
>MX duplex chain enmasse conveyor
>MS single row chain & hidden scraper conveyor
>NE, NSE Plate Chain Bucket Elevator
Environmental Equipment

Principal Machines For Cement

- Dryer
- Roller press
- Tube-mill
- Rotary kiln
- Vertical mill

Filter Series

- PPCA/S Air Case Pulse Bag Filter
- Type HMC pulse and stand-alone bag filter
- HD bag filter
- UF Stand-alone bag filter
- Air cannon
- Smoke and gas desulfurizer
- Vacumm belt spin-drier
- Absorption Tower
- LFGM type air box pulse bag filter
- PMD Pulse single dust filter
- MDC(PDC) Explosion Prevention Bag Filter
- LFEF glass fibre bag filter
- HXS Glass-Fiber Bag Filter
- LDLM/LDMM/LDMS off line, ash removal and pulse bag filter
- CCJ/A impact dust collector
- XST cyclone water bath dust filter
- XNT wet desulfuration dust filter
- CLK Diffusing cyclone dust filter
- PPCA/S Plenum Pulse bag filter
- SD single pulse bag filter
Ball Mill

- Rubber lining mill
- Ceramic lining mill
- Raw Mill
- Wet Milling
- Ball Mill
- Coal Mill
- Cement Mill
- Slag Mill

Rotary Kiln

- Metallurgical Rotary Kiln
- Cement Clinker Rotary Kiln
- Lime Rotary Kiln
- Waste Incineration Rotary Kiln

Roller Press

- Cement Roller Press
- Steel Slag Roller Press
- Raw Material Roller Press
Vertical Mill

Vertical Coal Mill
Vertical Raw Mill
Vertical Slag Mill

Vibratory Feeder

BQ Light-duty slat feeder
GZB Middle-duty slat feeder
DK/DB Disc feeder
PDX Disc feeder
GZ electro-vibrating feeder
DMA electromagnetic vibrating feeder
PZ block-type disc feeder
ZG electro-vibrating feeder
ZZG bar motor vibration feeder
GF Rigid impeller feeder
GZB Heavy plate feeder
GZG Motor vibrating feeder
KR disc feeder

Hopper Wall Vibrator

ZFB warehouse wall vibrator
CZ hopper wall vibrator
Raw Material Homogenizing Silo

> XS - C library bottom storehouse lateral unloader device
> XS - N unloader device
> FLD \ FKQ - N flow valves, switch valve
> XS \ XD library side, reservoir bottom feeder unloading
> Side Silo inspection manhole of homogenization silo
> Pressure balance valve
> Rotary Air Distributor
> MF raw material homogenization silo
> CP raw material homogenization silo
> Bottom silo discharger (Type KX)
> Side silo discharge & bottom silo discharge
> Bottom silo discharge device
> Air slide
> Bottom discharge valve system
> IBAU Silor
> Cement Storing Silo
> Continuous Homogenizing Silo
> Aerating Box
> Interval Homogenization Silo
> Bottom silo discharge device
> Raw Material Distributor

Loading Machine Series

> CSZ-300 bulk ship system
> DZ1.0 bagged loading machine
> Mobile clinker train loading machine
> Motorized swerving chute
> B650 Travel loader
> DZQ100 Loader
> SSQ300- I Clinker Bulk Loader
> SSQ300 Clinker Bulk Loader
> Variable breadth loader
> Cement Loader
> Stacked Charter
> Bottom silo discharge device
> Clinker bulk loader
> ZSQ-150 II /2 two silos bulk loader
> SZC-7500Y Rocker Ship Bulk Loader
> Belt conveyor
> Material mixing machine, powder material mixing machine
> Powder soot bulk loader
Valves
阀门系列

- Electric hammer gas lock valve
- Air lock device
- Electric ventilation butterfly valve
- Electro-hydraulic sectorial valve
- Sectorial valve
- Double dump valve
- Four way valve
- Three way valve
- Electric shutter valve
- Tilting shutter valve
- Rectangular shutter valve
- High temperature shutter valve
- Electric High temperature butterfly valve
- Manual Butterfly Valve
- Metal Hard Seated Butterfly Valve
- Pneumatic butterfly valve
- Screw gate valve
- Manual plate gate valve
- Manual gate valve
- Blind flange valve
- Pneumatic gate valve
- Dustproof fan valve
- Wind way check valve
- Air cooling high temperature electric gate
- Dustproof fan valve
- Electric discharge valve
- DQF series electric ball valve
- ZAJD Electric adjustment butterfly valve
- Silo side and bottom discharging device
- XS-N discharging device
- Flow control valve and Pneumatic valve
- Electric inclined louver valve
- ZKY CVB-0.05 Electric louver valve round or
- TPO butterfly valve
- SWB manual butterfly valve
- Easy disassembly butterfly valve
- ZKJWa b—0.1 High temperature electric butt
- ZKJWa b—0.6S Electric butterfly valve
- ZKJW - 0.1 electric butterfly valve